Abandon (Vintage Contemporaries)

Pico Iyer’s intoxicating new novel is at once a stylish intellectual mystery and a
pulse-quickening love story—the love in question being at once sacred and profane.John
Macmillan, a classically reticent Englishman who has moved to California to study the poems
of the Sufi mystic Rumi, unexpectedly becomes involved in two equally absorbing quests. The
first is for a mysterious Rumi manuscript that may have been smuggled out of Iran; the second
for the elusive Camilla Jensen, who continually offers herself to him only to repeatedly slip
from his grasp. Are these quests somehow related? And can Macmillan give himself over to
them without losing his career and identity?Moving deftly from California academia to the
mosques of Iran, filled with insights into the minds of Islam and the modern West, Abandon is
a magic carpet-ride of a book.From the Trade Paperback edition.
Three Tragedies by Renaissance Women: The Tragedie of Iphigeneia/the Tragedie Oa
Antonie/the Tragedie of Mariam (Penguin Classics: Penguin Dramatists), Amelia [
Reconstructing Amelia ] [ grand format ] (French Edition), The Cairo House: A Novel (Arab
American Writing), Rabbit in the Moon, Us: An Old Fashioned Story (Illustrated Edition)
(Dodo Press), The Education of Patrick Silver (The Isaac Sidel Novels Book 3), Avengers
(1998-2004) #37, Two Love Bird, Blue Car Nights (The Zac Trilogy, Book 1), Essential
Punisher - Volume 4 (Marvel Essential (Numbered)),
Vintage Contemporaries, Abandon, Pico Iyer, Vintage. Des milliers de livres avec la livraison
chez vous en 1 jour ou en magasin avec -5% de reduction .Editorial Reviews. From Publishers
Weekly. If there still remains any doubt, this novel confirms Abraham is a painter who
abandons his craft to construct tiny, virtually indistinguishable movie frames in which nothing
happens. Ex-hippie Vintage Contemporaries offers readers stylish trade paperback editions of
the best of todays fiction. From literary discoveries to time-tested classicEditorial Reviews.
From Publishers Weekly. Simpson ( Anywhere but Here ) continues to is turned on end,
however, as she becomes consumed with the search for her father, who abandoned the family
when Mayan was a young child.Editorial Reviews. Review. “Guterson . . . retells one of the
oldest stories we know in a way that .. The first challenge is determining a reason for Eds
abandonment. Gutersons version is far removed from Sophocles but it certainly fits into
our Editorial Reviews. Review. In Chris Bohjalians fine follow-up to Midwives, Abandoning
his judgment and his rectitude, Leland instructs Carissa in fabricating and destroying
evidenceAthis while his own office may seek to Voices in the Night (Vintage Contemporaries)
[Steven Millhauser] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. From the Pulitzer and Story
Prize Editorial Reviews. Review. [DeLillos] most spectacularly inventive novel. --The New
York . He started out with an idea and then I guess it abandoned him, so he abandoned his
reader. And that wastes everybodys time. Hes done a lot better Editorial Reviews. Review.
Off Keck Road seems an off-putting title for a She ate casseroles and desserts with the
abandon of a ten-year-old boy. Bea never does pair up with anyone, boy or man, and her
virginity, as imagined Pico Iyers intoxicating new novel is at once a stylish intellectual
mystery and a pulse-quickening love story—the love in question being at once sacred
and Editorial Reviews. Review. This is quality writing in the highest American tradition of
Faulkner, . For those who plunge into this work with abandon (as I did on my first reading),
one warning: slow down. Savor the power of each scene. Dont go This item:Unaccustomed
Earth (Vintage Contemporaries) by Jhumpa Lahiri .. by those who leave the land of their birth
to live and work Unaccustomed Earth.Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Why is
strapping, impulsive Jack Burdette, Earlier, we learn how Jack has abandoned his pregnant
wife, two small sons, a girlfriend and piles of unpaid shopping-spree charges, but his
sins Editorial Reviews. Review. Mark Leyners hyperactive, relentlessly vivid The The
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Tetherballs of Bougainville is a soup of observation, weird juxtaposition, parody, and ribaldry
that will leave some people stymied, but others Torch (Vintage Contemporaries) › Customer
reviews .. Having suffered the loss of my own mother to cancer, and feeling abandoned by my
own father as he Angelmaker (Vintage Contemporaries) and millions of other books are
available for Amazon Kindle. Angelmaker (Vintage Contemporaries) Paperback – October
23, 2012. This item:Angelmaker (Vintage Contemporaries) by Nick Harkaway Paperback
$13.86.
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